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				Lo sentimos. No hemos encontrado la página que buscas.

			
				
Puedes consultar alguno de nuestros últimos artículos. Seguro que te interesarán.

						

              Writing a letter of recommendation

                            To access certain jobs it’s possible they ask for references or recommendations from previous jobs. That’s why it’s important you know what these letters are like and how they’re written. Necessary information If you’re not sure about what you should include in the reference letter, ask the person you’re going to recommend for a copy […]

              
              


														
              CV formats: Chronological

                            This CV format is, as we can tell by its name, the one that organizes the information chronologically, starting with the oldest achievements and ending with the most recent ones. This allows the employer to know the evolution of your professional career, although it doesn’t always make it easier to get the fundamental goal of […]

              
              


														
              CV templates: Functional 3

                            Functional CV formats and templates Format nº3 Characteristics CV format: Functional Sections: Personal information Education Professional profile Skills / Abilities Languages IT knowledge Other information Colours available: Green Desert sand Blue Maroon Download Download Download Download

              
              


														
              Functional CV: templates

                            Opposite to the chronological CV, in the functional CV the information is distributed by topics. This way, it allows the employer to get a quick look at your studies and experience in a particular field. Also, by not being chronological, it helps you choose the positive points, emphasize your skills and achievements, and at the […]

              
              


														
              The CV in Ireland

                            Learn how to create an outstanding CV in Ireland. Explore the format, content, and insider tips for a successful job search. 🇮🇪💼

              
              


														
              The CV in France

                            Discover the essential tips and strategies for crafting a standout CV in France and increasing your job prospects.

              
              


														
              Job interview: References

                            The job interview is the last step in the job search process, and therefore the most important. You shouldn’t forget that. Say you’ve sent your CV and have been offered a job interview. It’s very likely that your interviewers wish to know your references before they make any offers. Having good references is a key […]

              
              


														
              The CV in Denmark

                            A Danish CV should be brief and well-organized. The following information should be included: Personal information. Education (subjects and for recent graduates, grades). Working experience (with dates). Other activities (hobbies, sports and travelling). Recent graduates should emphasize their grades, the rest of the candidates, their experience. Both should mention other activities. A photograph is not […]

              
              


														
              Examples of objectives for a CV without experience

                            Whether you’re a professional or just starting out, these objectives will help you. Elevate your CV with these career objectives!

              
              


														
              ¿Is it good to say that you are in other selection processes in a job interview?

                            When asked about your participation in other selection processes, it could indicate their interest in you as a candidate. Learn how to answer
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Whether you need original CV models, classic CV examples or resume templates, you can find them all in our Resume formats & templates  section >
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